
Teamwork
- Created timelines and deadlines
- Constant communication was vital 

for effective collaboration
- Tasks often overlapped or were 

shared by members
- Issues in Github used to document 

areas with need of work

Integration of Tools
Our main two tools are Tkinter and the 
PDF reader. Tkinter’s is a graphical user 
interface the visual part of our project.  
Finding and implementing a PDF reader 
was tedious but incredibly helpful in 
making our application feel applicable.

Did you know that bias plagues the job 
recruitment process?  

- Current algorithms meant to function 
without bias commonly inherit the biases 
of their programmers (Bogen 2019). This 
results from various issues such as the 
inclusion of traits like race, gender, 
nationality, etc. (Das 2018)

- Not all biases are created equal.  Area 
codes and height can lead to 
unintentional internal bias which causes 
discrimination.  This isn’t surprising 
considering a recruiter looks at a resume 
for

7 Seconds on Average!

The Problem

To build our own algorithm!
As five computer science majors, we 

decided to develop our own application 
while eliminating as many biased 
components as possible. While this is a 
simplified version compared to other 
algorithms currently in use, our 
application can be built upon for further 
improvement.

Github
- Creation of our repository
- Relearning Github management 

tools and learning new things like Git 
Issues

- Github is used for the remainder of 
the process
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Our Solution

The program consists of three major 
components: 

uploading resumes as PDFs
manually entering resumes
Entering ideal qualities (as the recruiter)

Development Process

Works Cited

Research Phase
Our team looked at 5 common areas 
of bias in AI ( job applications, facial 
recognition, medical diagnosis, 
automated language, and criminal 
justice. After evaluating the 
feasibility, difficulty, and our interest 
in each area we chose bias in hiring. 
Our focus then shifted to researching 
in the realm of hiring algorithms.

Main Implementation
- Word Processing AI
- Managing UI Layout and Creation
- Creating an Executable for User-Friendly Process
- Addressing Issues / Debugging

LinkedIn
A feature we were looking to add was 
Linkedin resume creation for our 
project.  However, due to the LinkedIn 
vs. hiQ Labs lawsuit, it was impossible 
to find implementable scraping 
methods until late April of 2022. 

Author Contributions
As a team, we created a breakdown of tasks as follows:

- Hayden: Explore and Research AI models to integrate (Lead Programmer)
- Natalie: QoL Changes / Presentations
- Emma: Research the feasibility / process of integration LinkedIn data into the program
- Chris: Layout / UI Elements
- Diego: Focus on debugging / stepping in wherever needed to take on issues that arise

However, in most cases, we researched and handled progress collaboratively. This often 
meant that we all were involved in most aspects of the project. This held true more 
prominently in the research stage, as all of our information gathered tended to overlap and 
contribute to other’s questions and areas of concern. 


